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The Philippine Journal of Astronomy (PJA) is 
published by the Astronomical League of the 
Philippines (ALP), the eminent astronomical 
organization in the country. The Society is the 
major scientific and educational organization for 
astronomy in the Philippines. It is a general 
society with membership from the professional 
and amateur astronomy community. 
 
The journal is the first astronomical journal 
published in the Philippines, signifying the 
continued evolution of Philippine Astronomy. 
 
The Journal publishes refereed manuscripts, 
popular astronomy articles, proceedings of 
astronomical conference, letters, image 
submissions and reviews from amateur and 
professional astronomers, as well as news and 
announcements from the organization. 
 
For inquiries, comments, or suggestions, please 
send an electronic mail to the editor at  
 
pjastro@astroleaguephils.org 
john.cabrera@physicist.net 
 
The Philippine Journal of Astronomy is inviting 
both the professional and amateur astronomical 
community to submit scientific manuscripts and 
popular articles for publication in the journal. For 
submissions, please email the editor at 
pjastro@astroleaguephils.org or 
john.cabrera@physicist.net. 
 
Visit the ALP website at: 
http://www.astroleaguephils.org 
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The season is a powerful force that affect the 
human affairs in vastly many ways – from the 
symbiosis to everyday science, from the 
nutritional sources to nonetheless clothes we 
wear. But what causes the Earth from being 
incredibly cold to extremely dry. How can the shift 
in season be explained.  
 
The ability to predict seasons, it’s innate 
prediction to track the rising and setting points of 
the Sun throughout the year, was a key survival 
of the ancient times. Babylons, Mayans, and 
other early civilization developed a complex yet 
sensible methodology to predict the change. But 
it took almost a century for science to fully 
understand it.  
 
Renaissance mathematician Nicolai Copernicus 
revolutionized the human knowledge by 
proposing that the Earth is not the center of the 
Solar System, and soon this heliocentric model 
has been supported by many other science 
luminaries.  
 
The Earth, orbiting around the Sun, has an axis
(an imaginary pole going right through the center 
of Earth from "top" to "bottom) that is tilted 
around 23.5 degrees. When the top of the Earth 
is inclined toward the sun, it's summer in the 
Northern Hemisphere, where the sun rises 

highest in the sky and the days are longest. 
A quarter of the way around in the orbit, fall 
sets in. When the top of the Earth points 
away from the sun it's winter in the Northern 
Hemisphere. Another quarter of the orbit 
brings spring. 
 
If you were to imagine the Earth as a flat 
map, you’ll know that it forms a plan called 
“celestial equator”, that during the Northern 
hemisphere summer, the Sun is above the 
celestial equator, and another half of the 
year, it is below the equator.  
 
 
The sun crosses the celestial equator twice 
a year, at the spring and fall equinoxes. 
They occur near, though not necessarily on, 
the day when day and night are of equal 
length. 
 
The spring equinox typically occurs around 
March 20-21. The fall equinox comes around 
Sept. 22-23. 
 
The summer solstice (June 21) winter 
solstice (Dec. 21-22) occur when the sun is 
farthest from the celestial equator. 
 
In short, Earth has seasons because its axis 
doesn't stand up straight. Long, long ago, 
when Earth was young, it is thought that 
something big hit Earth and knocked it off-
kilter. So instead of rotating with its axis 
straight up and down, it leans over a bit(and 
that huge things that hits the Earth, along 
with the scattered debris, accreted to 
become our Moon).  
 
As Earth orbits the sun, its tilted axis always 
points in the same direction. So, throughout 
the year, different parts of Earth get the 
sun’s direct rays.  
 
 

All images featured in the article are derived 
from http-_fc07.deviantart.net. 
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hours and six and one-half minutes at the 
equator, to 12 hours and 8 minutes at 30 
degrees latitude, to 12 hours and 16 minutes 
at 60 degrees latitude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Solstices (Summer & Winter) 
 
The summer solstice occurs at the moment 
the earth's tilt toward from the sun is at a 
maximum. Therefore, on the day of the 
summer solstice, the sun appears at its 
highest elevation with a noontime position 
that changes very little for several days 
before and after the summer solstice.  The 
summer solstice occurs when the sun is 
directly over the Tropic of Cancer, which is 
located at 23.5° latitude North, and runs 
through Mexico, the Bahamas, Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, India, and southern China.  For 
every place north of the Tropic of Cancer, 
the sun is at its highest point in the sky and 
this is the longest day of the year. 
 
The winter solstice marks the shortest day 
and longest night of the year. In the Northern 
Hemisphere, it occurs when the sun is 
directly over the Tropic of Capricorn, which 
is located at 23.5° south of the equator and 
runs through Australia, Chile, southern 
Brazil, and northern South Africa. 

Excerpted from weather.gov: 
 
The Equinox (Vernal & Autumnal) 
 
There are only two times of the year when the 
Earth's axis is tilted neither toward nor away 
from the sun, resulting in a "nearly" equal 
amount of daylight and darkness at all 
latitudes. These events are referred to as 
Equinoxes.The word equinox is derived from 
two Latin words - aequus (equal) and nox 
(night). At the equator, the sun is directly 
overhead at noon on these two equinoxes.  
The "nearly" equal hours of day and night is 
due to refraction of sunlight or a bending of 
the light's rays that causes the sun to appear 
above the horizon when the actual position of 
the sun is below the horizon.  Additionally, the 
days become a little longer at the higher 
latitudes (those at a distance from the 
equator) because it takes the sun longer to 
rise and set.  Therefore, on the equinox and 
for several days before and after the equinox, 
the length of day will range from about 12 

All images featured in the article are derived from 
thewhitegoddess.co.uk and weather.gov. 
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Last April 4, members of the Astronomical 
League of the Philippines (ALP) set up 2 main 
observing sites at Binondo and San Juan City.  
The ALP Binondo team consists of ALP President 
James Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty; 
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan and Shubhashish 
Banerjee.  ALP San Juan team, on the other 
hand, consists of ALP Secretary Christopher 
Louie Lu, Auditor Edgar Ang and PRO Edge Lat.  
Aside from the 2 main sites, other ALPers 
observe at their individual homes. 
 
ALP Binondo Team 
(written by James Kevin Ty) 
 
The ALP Binondo team consists of ALP President 
James Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty; 
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan and Shubhashish 
Banerjee meetup at the residence of ALP 
Treasurer Andrew Ian Chan at around 5:00pm.  
James brought along his Canon EOS 500D 
DSLR with Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L 
lens on Vixen Polarie Star Tracker, Andrew with 
his Canon EOS 500D DSLR with Canon EFS 
18-200mm zoom lens on Vixen Polarie Star 
Tracker, Shubhashish with his Canon EOS 7D 
DSLR on Canon EF 75-300mm zoom lens on 
Vixen Polarie Star Tracker. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The sky was very cloudy at the start of the 
eclipse and they were only able to glimpse 
the Moon already deep into its partiality 
phase at around 7:15pm PST.  At around 
7:40pm onwards, the sky partly cleared up 
for them to observe totality from till 7:59pm 
PST before getting clouded out again.  The 
Moon re-emerged from the clouds at 
around 8:10pm till 8:40pm before they 
finally got clouded out .  They waited till 
9:30pm before calling it a night.  It was a 
successful eclipse observation as despite 
the bad weather prediction due to Typhoon 
Chedeng, they were able to observe totality 
at its finest! 
 
Also take note that PAGASA had 
erroneously inform the public through its 
website's press release that the Philippines 
will be only able to observe a Partial Lunar 
Eclipse instead of a Total Lunar Eclipse!  
ALP President James Kevin Ty contacted 
PAGASA on this matter but they insisted 
that it was indeed a Partial Eclipse only 
with an 80% partiality only. With their 
observation and images, ALP was able to 
confirm that a TOTAL lunar eclipse indeed 
happened with the northernmost limb 
slightly brightened due to atmospheric 
refraction.  Despite the brightening, they 
were able to prove that it was still immerse 
inside the Earth's limb with 3 images 
showing same exposure and setting before 
and after totality.  The Before and After 
Totality shot shows the bright limb to be 
overexposed while the totality shot has a 
bright limb which is still properly exposed!  
Also, eclipse expert and friend Fred 
Espenak's 5 minutes totality duration was 
correct compared to the computation of 12 
minutes predicted by USNO. 

ALP partner Cutting Edge was also present to show 
support to ALP InOMN event. 
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Before Totality 7:50pm PST 

Wide Angle Shot after Totality 

Totality 7:59pm PST 

Author James Kevin Ty.  

After Totality 8:10pm PST All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

Binondo Team 



ALP San Juan Team  
(written by Christopher Louie Lu) 
 
What are the chances of seeing a 
#TotalLunarEclipse during a tropical storm? Next 
to none. But that doesn't stop fellow ALPers 
Edgar Ang, Edge Lat, and myself who diligently 
watched over cloudy skies to observe & image 
this event.  
 
The group assembled at 05:30pm and proceeded 
to Lu Andy’s(my Brother) roofdeck and started to 
setup our various imaging equipment. I had my 
Celestron Powerseeker 80EQ with Canon 450d 
on prime focus and a Panasonic Lumix DMC-
FS42 on piggy-back. Edge with his Canon 60d 
with Canon 300mm IS Lens on a sturdy tripod 
and Edgar with a Canon 40d with Canon 250mm 
Lens on a Polarie mount and sturdy tripod. 
 
However, thick clouds has gathered over the 
eastern horizon from tropical storm 'Chedeng' but 
despite this we waited for any chance for a break 
in the clouds to make the eclipse visible to us 
even for just a few minutes. And the wait paid off 
at around 07:30pm, then in a sudden burst of 
activity, me and fellow ALPers started imaging an 
almost #TotalLunarEclipse. The Moon went in 
and out of the clouds which made it more difficult 
to image. Then just before Totality, the sky 
blanketed our view making our team miss what 
should be an awesome 'Red Moon'. Unfazed, the 
skies opened once again for a brief moment 
before it finally closed for the final time making us 
miss the rest of the eclipse. They waited till 
09:00pm before deciding to pack up and call it a 
night. However hard it was for them to record this 
celestial event, the images that they took home 
with them was worth the wait and patience.  They 
also would like to give special mention & thanks 
to Chris' brother Andy and Veronica Lu for 
hosting their small team on their roofdeck, 
otherwise, this session would not have been 
possible. 

Edge Lat and Edgar Ang 

Author Christopher Louie Lu and Edge Lat 

The fruit of their labor 

All images featured in the article are owned by the 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 



Resolving power is another important feature 
of a telescope. This is the ability of the 
instrument to distinguish clearly between two 
points whose angular separation is less than 
the smallest angle that the observer’s eye can 
resolve. The resolving power of a telescope 
can be calculated by the following formula: 
resolving power = 11.25 seconds of arc/d, 
where d is the diameter of the objective 
expressed in centimeters. Thus, a 25-cm-
diameter objective has a theoretical resolution 
of 0.45 second of arc and a 250-cm (100-inch) 
telescope has one of 0.045 second of arc. An 
important application of resolving power is in 
the observation of visual binary stars. There, 
one star is routinely observed as it revolves 
around a second star. Many observatories 
conduct extensive visual binary observing 
programs and publish catalogs of their 
observational results.  

Most refractors currently in use at 
observatories have equatorial mountings. 
The mounting describes the orientation of 
the physical bearings and structure that 
permits a telescope to be pointed at a 
celestial object for viewing. In the equatorial 
mounting, the polar axis of the telescope is 
constructed parallel to Earth’s axis. The 
polar axis supports the declination axis of 
the instrument. Declination is measured on 
the celestial sky north or south from the 
celestial equator. The declination axis makes 
it possible for the telescope to be pointed at 
various declination angles as the instrument 
is rotated about the polar axis with respect to 
right ascension. Right ascension is 
measured along the celestial equator from 
the vernal equinox (i.e., the position on the 
celestial sphere where the Sun crosses the 
celestial equator from south to north on the 
first day of spring). Declination and right 
ascension are the two coordinates that 
define a celestial object on the celestial 
sphere. Declination is analogous to latitude, 
and right ascension is analogous to 
longitude. Graduated dials are mounted on 
the axis to permit the observer to point the 
telescope precisely. To track an object, the 
telescope’s polar axis is driven smoothly by 
an electric motor at a sidereal rate—namely, 
at a rate equal to the rate of rotation of Earth 
with respect to the stars. Thus, one can 
track or observe with a telescope for long 
periods of time if the sidereal rate of the 
motor is very accurate. High-accuracy 
motor-driven systems have become readily 
available with the rapid advancement of 
quartz-clock technology. Most major 
observatories now rely on either quartz or 
atomic clocks to provide accurate sidereal 
time for observations as well as to drive 
telescopes at an extremely uniform rate. 
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All images featured in the article are owned by the 
weather.gov and colonialzone-dr.com 



Last April 12, ALP in partnership with Exploreum 
held their Global Astronomy Month's SunDay free 
public solar viewing event at  SM By The Bay  in 
Pasay City. Members who attended were ALP 
President James Kevin Ty, wife Charito and son 
Kendrick Cole KC Ty, VP Jett Aguilar, Secretary 
Christopher Louie Lu and daughter Frances, 
Auditor Edgar Ang,  director Edge Lat, Ronald 
Sison, John Ray Cabrera, Rich Pijuan and Mike 
Enage, Shubhashish Banerjee, Saju Pillai , 
Justine Garcia, Miguel Cajita, Jason Comia, Mark 
Ian SIngson, Val Villanueva and Norman 
Marigza. 
 
The event started at around 4:00pm with 
numerous solar filter equipped telescopes setup 
by both ALP and Exporeum. ALP President 
James Kevin Ty brought along his Coronado 
PST-Ha on Vixen Polarie Star Tracker, VP Jett 
Aguilar with his Kenko 60mm f/9 refractor on 
Vixen Polarie Star Tracker, Secretary Christopher 
Louie Lu with his Celestron Powerseeker 80mm 
refractor on EQ-2 mount , director Ronald Sison 
with his Celestron C90 Maksutov-Cassegrain 
scope on strudy tripod, Mark Ian Singson with his 
Meade 60mm spotting scope and Miguel Cajita 
with his Celestron AstroMaster C130 Newtonian 
reflector on CG3 mount. Exploreum brought aong 
their Celestron CPC8 SCT telescope. 
 
More than 500+ people got the chance to look at 

the Sun (through a solar filtered equipped 
telescope. WARNING: NEVER LOOK MAT 
THE SUN WITHOUT THE USE OF A SAFE 
SOLAR FILTER ON YOUR SCOPES, 
BINOCULARS OR NAKED EYES!!!) through 
the various telescopes brought along by ALP 
and Exploreum. They were able to view the 
Sun and got to see features such as white 
light and hydrogen-alpha views of AR2321 
Sunspot Group, long dark filament as well as 
bright flare on AR2321! 
 
The event ended at around 5:45pm with 
members also scrambling to get a view and 
image the beautiful sunset after their 
traditional group shot to conclude this 
successful event. 
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All images featured in the article are owned by the 
Astronomical League of the Philippines and 

www.onetreefengshui.com. 



ALPers setup their solar telescopes at SMBY 
People didn't mind the hot weather that 
afternoon just to look through the Sun in various 
solar telescopes! 

ALP President James Kevin Ty here assisting 
ALPer Val Villanueva on taking an afocal shot of 
the Sun through the Coronado PST-Ha. 

More than 500+ people got to view through the 
various solar telescopes that ALP and 
Exploreum  brought along for the great event! 

Nice view of the Sun through the C90 scope. 

All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

Pre Group Shot taken before the conclusion of 
the great event! 



The weather was very unstable and some 
ALPers  were  reluctant to proceed for a 
stargazing session in Caliraya. But after getting 
info that the predicted mild to moderate rain 
expected that morning didn't materialize.  Some 
members of the Astronomical League of the 
Philippines proceeded to go to Caliraya, Laguna 
to conduct their stargazing session there. 
Members who were present were ALP President 
James Kevin Ty, directors Ronald Sison and 
Peter Benedict Tubalinal and her daughter 
Stephanie, Edward Legaspi. Some friends and 
office mates of Ronald Sison also join the group. 
 
They arrived at the site at around 6:00pm more 
or less. The sky was partly cloudy and they even 
had some short light burst of rain as they are 
about to arrive at the site. But after an hour, 
clouds started to break up and they were able to 
see some stars near the zenith. Polaris was 
visible so they quickly polar align their mount and 
waited. James brought along his Canon 
EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens on Kenko Sky 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Memo star tracker as well as Canon 
EFS10-22mm f.3.5-5.6 wide angle lens on 
Vixen Polarie Star Tracker. Peter brought 
along a 12x50 binoculars mounted on 
sturdy tripod ; Edward brought his Polarie 
Star Tracker with various lenses to do 
some wide field astro imaging, Ronald 
brought his WO GT81 FD refractor on 
Skywatcher EQ5 mount and Various lenses 
on Vixen Polarie Star Tracker. 
 
The sky that evening has some long spell 
of clear skies and short cloudy periods as 
well. The sky totally opened up at around 
2am-4am before totally clouded out. During 
that time period, I was able to image single 
exposures of Summer Milky Way and NGC 
3372 Eta Carina Nebula and stacked 
image of Rho Ophiuchi Cloud Complex in 
Scorpius. Peter also used that evening to 
teach her daughter the night sky as well as 
teach Ronald's office mates how to 
navigate the night sky. After taking the 
traditional group shot, they left at around 
8:30am feeling wonderful that they were 
still blessed with some good night skies to 
enjoy the beauty of the heavens. 

Group shot of the participants.  
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All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 



ALPer Edward Legaspi beside his Canon 
EFS10-22mm F/3.5-5.6 wide angle lens on Vixen 
Polarie Star Tracker. 

NGC3372 Eta Carina Nebula by James Kevin Ty 

Summer Milky Way by James Kevin Ty 

Jump shot. 

ALPer Ronald Sison beside his WO GT81F 
refractor on EQ5 mount. 

All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

Rho Ophiuchi Cloud Complex by James Kevin Ty 



All images featured in the article are owned by http://
435729.medialib.glogster.com. 



Last April 25th, Astronomical League of the 
Philippines (ALP) in partnership with Exploreum 
celebrated Global Astronomy Month's Global Star 
Party at SM Bay The Bay Central Park. Members 
who were present in the event were ALP 
President James Kevin Ty and son Kendrick Cole 
KC Ty, Secretary Christopher Louie Lu and 
daughter Frances Lu, Treasurer Andrew Ian 
Chan with Iah Serna, PRO Edge Last with 
daughter Trisha Lat, directors Peter  Benedict 
Tubalinal, Rich Pijuan, Arnel Campos and Ronald 
Sison, Mark Ian Singson, Norman Marigza, 
Justine Garcia, Melsejoy Degala, Miguel Cajita 
and dad Trix. 
 
They arrived at the site at around 6:00pm more 
or less. The sky was clear and they started to 
setup their telescopes. James brought along a 
Celestron Astromaster C130 Newtonian reflector 
on CG3 mount, Andrew with his Skywatcher 
90ED refractor with Vixen GP mount, Rich with 
her Celestron C90 Mak on sturdy tripod, Justine 
with her Celestron Astromaster C130 Newtonian 

reflector on CG3 mount, Miguel with his 
Celestron Astromaster C130 Newtonian 
reflector on CG3 mount, Arnel with his 
Explore Scientific 102AR refractor with 
HEQ5 mount, Ronald with his Celestron C90 
Mak on sturdy tripod, Christopher with his 
Celestron Powerseeker 80mm refractor with 
CG2 mount, Exploreum with their Celestron 
CPC8 SCT, CPC11 SCT, C14 SCT with 
CGE-Pro mount , Skywatcher 10" f/5 
Newtonian reflector on HEQ6 mount, Cutting 
Edge with their Nexstar 127 XLT Newtonian 
reflector and Celestron Astromaster C130 
Newtonian reflector on CG3 mount. 
 
The event started at around 7:00pm till 
10:00pm with more than 1000+ people got 
to view through various telescopes on the 
Quarter Moon, planets Venus, Jupiter and 
Saturn as well as Orion Nebula. At around 
10:15pm, they had their traditional group 
shot taken before wrapping up their 
telescopes with a happy feeling that they 
were able to share the beauty of the 
heavens to the people. 

All images featured in the article are derived from 
advancedphotoshop.co.uk. 
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People waits patiently before the start of the 
Global Star Party! 



ALP Astro Kids Trisha Lat , Frances Lu and 
Kendrick Cole KC Ty. 

Exploreum Marketing Manager Isabella Manjon 
take a look at the Moon. 

More than 1000+ people attended and got the 
chance to view the planets and the Moon. 

ALP President James Kevin Ty besides Exploreum's 
C14 SCT. 

Kids had a great time to view the Jupiter and 
Moon. 

All images featured in the article are owned by 
Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

Group shot. 



I started reading about astronomy and 
learning more about the planets that circled 
the sun as well as other heavenly bodies. 
The more I read about them, the more I 
wanted to see them live. I will always 
remember the excitement of getting my first 
hobby-grade telescope and successfully 
aiming, seeing, and tracking Jupiter and its 
moons.  
 
PJA: Is there a situation in your life where 
astronomy played significantly in a 
practical sense? 
 
Miguel: As a member of ALP, I get to join in 
public viewings and put up my own telescope 
set-up to share with the general public. It 
helps me develop skills meeting and talking 
to people. 
 
PJA: Are you eyeing to take up a 
profession someday that hinges in 
astronomy? Or anything in relation to 
that? 
 
Miguel: When I was much younger, I have 
wanted to become an astrophysicist or a 
cosmologist like Stephen Hawking. However, 
I am now considering pursuing Astronomy 
only as a hobby - a very serious hobby.  
 
PJA: What will you advise to your fellow 
youths who would like to follow your lead 
in having astronomy as a specialized 
interest. 
 
Miguel: My advice would be for them to 
consider joining local astronomy-oriented 
groups like Astronomical League of the 
Philippines. They will be able to get good 
guidance on how to pursue their interests, 
learn from other members, share 
experiences, equipment, and gain new 

The apothegm “there’s always a reason for 
the season” is maybe a quest for truth more 
than a quiver of metaphor. It is maybe 
scientific in nature than being poetic. With the 
advent of astronomy as an age-old, 
formidable compass of our affairs with nature, 
we have now better understanding of the 
season and how to orient our methodology 
for a better produce and food sources.  
 
Entitled “Solstice”, this issue of PJA hinges 
on the rudimentary side of astronomy, on how 
it all began from a season predictive engine 
to a full blown meteorologic research.  
 
With this issue of the PJA, we seek the help 
of one of our youngest members to help shed 
light on the ardors of this field and all about 
general astronomy.  
 
PJA: How did your burning interest start 
for this niche endeavor in astronomy? 
 
Miguel: I loved looking at the stars at an 
early age and I wondered if I could see more.  
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friends who share the love of the skies. They 
must also get the support of their parents and get 
them involved. 
 
PJA: Do you see your school(and local 
community) having an interest and ultimately 
giving a modest support to those astronomy 
enthusiasts? If yes, how. If not, what do you 
intend to do about it. 
 
Miguel: At the moment, no. However, I hope 
there will be in the future as it is a science and 
technology campus. Maybe an astronomy camp 
will help spark the interest among the students 
and the teachers. 

All images featured in the article are derived from Trix, 
Mel, and Miguel Cajita’s facebook page.  

Miguel surrounded by the learning kids his age.  

At an early age, he always had a fascination on 
rocket science and everything about astronomy.  

Sitting beside the rockstar of astronomy, 
Christopher Go, Miguel is also rooted to be one.  

At his young age, he already knows the 
dynamics of observational astronomy.  

With an ever-supportive parents, heights will be 
scaled and greatness will be leaped.   
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